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INTRODUCTION  

HiddenWorldz is a game that combines blockchain mechanics with web-based gameplay.  

Earth is not the home you think it is, Earth is on the verge of extinsion. From time immemorial, it is 
believed that there is another world hidden just beneath the surface of our planet. The only way for 
humans to survive is to seek beyond the earth and forge a new home. 

Fortunately, humans have discovered an Earth-like planet named as "Super Earth". 

Million’s years ago, human-like species were used to live at Super Earth but now it is ruled by power 
creatures like dragons, serpents, lions, and dark X. Humans to decide whether they invade, collaborate, 
ambush, or get hunted by the enemy to live on the HiddenWorldz. 

 

GUIDING STATEMENTS  

Vision 

Be the world’s largest and most admired blockchain based game. 

Mission 

To enhance community value through creativity, innovation, quality NFTs and continuous developments. 

 

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT  

This is not intended as a technical paper, but a detailed note on the functionality of HiddenWorldz. This 
includes staking details, gameplay details, info on NFTs and in-game economics. 

This document is a work in progress and continues to be updated regularly.  

  Version  Released Date 
  1.0 Nov 2021 
  1.1 Apr 2022 
  1.2 June 2022 

 

 

 



                

 

POWER CREATURES  

There are 5 kinds of power creatures in the HiddenWorldz. 

 Lion: The fiercest, most fearless creature. Their speed, mobility, aggression, fighting 
prowess and terrific night vision would likely a way to defeat other power creatures. 

 Dragon: The mighty foe with great stamina and fearsome strength. Their combat skills, 
intelligence and terrific flying abilities would likely put a beating on its feline combatant.   

 Serpent: The venomous, fast, flexible and merciless, always ready to inserts the fang into 
the opponents. Beware!! Beware!! Hisssss!! 

 Lord: The hybrid species of their respective power creature. They are more towards their 
power creature but also have the powers and abilities of the other power creatures. 

 Dark-X: Unknown, Unpredictable and Hidden type. 

Rarity and Quantity 

 

 

 

 

Elements 

Elements define the strongest area and battleground of the power creature. There are three types 
of elements   i: e Land, Water and Fire. Battleground will be randomly assigned during conquests. 
A fight at the land battleground will give more advantage to the power creature with land element 
then a power creature with another elements. Lords and Dark X are not affected by the type of 
battleground. 

 
      LAND 

 
    WATER 

 
        FIRE 

 

 Rare (60%) Epic (30%) Legend(6%) Mythic(3%) 
          Lion  Land (20%) Water(10%) Fire (2%) Lord (1%) 

 
Dragon Land (20%) Water(10%) Fire (2%) Lord (1%) 
Serpent Land (20%) Water(10%) Fire (2%) Lord (1%) 

          Dark X Hidden Beast (1%) 



                

SUPER EARTH 

The newly discovered Earth-like planet is named as "Super Earth".  

At super earth 40% area is land, 35% is water and 25% area is occupied by fire. Hidden minerals 
are the only available source of energy at the super earth. Power creatures are required to mine 
the hidden minerals from super earth in the form of HIDD tokens through staking and by 
participating in the in-game activities.          
         

                       
       

STAKING AND GAMEPLAY 

Staking 

HiddenWorldz staking system is setup to allow the users to keep NFTs in their wallets for 
safekeeping and maintaining ownership. 

Users NFTs will remain in their wallet 100% of time and gets reflected on the HiddenWorldz 
platform on login through WAX Accounts through sinking mechanism. 

Each NFTs is allocated with a specific staking power, once assigned for staking user will start to 
earn HIDDEN Token (HIDD) every 24 hour.  

Claimed HIDD tokens shall be withdrawn by raising a withdrawal request, it will be auto swapped, 
and WAX will be transected to the user WAX wallet. 

Features: 

 No need to send NFTs to third party resource. 
 NFTs will remain in user’s wallet 100% of time. 
 No need of third-party exchanges for swapping. 
 No swapping / conversion fees to users. 
 No slippages loss to users. 
 No liquidity source fees to users.  

 
Just enjoy the staking - gaming and leave every other activity like swapping, conversions, 
transections etc to HiddenWorldz to manage at their end. 
 



                

Gameplay 

Humans has collected Hidden minerals from staking and it’s time to invade, explore and conquer 
the HiddenWorldz. 

The objective of the game is to conquer the “Super Earth”. Whether the human’s race will flourish 
and forge their new home, or the power creatures takes the win.  

Every action taken by the users at HiddenWorldz will make an impact in moving the game forward. 

Gaming Modes  

Different modes of the game will be released in a sequential manner. Each mode will offer a great 
variety of play styles.  

 Invade & Kill: Free license to invade and kill the combatant between player vs player. 
 Divide & Rule: Conquest between Lion vs Dragon vs Serpent kingdom communities. 
 Crown Rifter Battles: I will be the winner no matter what, time to rift the other crowns. 
 Sacrifice and more: Will you sacrifice yourself for the win of your fellowship. 

 Attributes 

Each NFT in the game has an attribute associated with it. There are 5 types of attributes  

 Assault is a measure of a creature’s ability to make damage to another creature. 
 Defense is a measure of a creature’s ability to defend attack from another creature. 
 Life reflects the remaining survivability of the power creature. 
 Power is the ability to make number of fights. 
 Level is the level of the power creature. 
 

Events Calendar 

Human is a social species; they have created their own festive calendar on HiddenWorldz. Just like 
this earth similar occasions will be celebrated on “Super Earth”. Additional bonuses will be 
announced. Hey explorers, when is your birthday...!! 

(More details on the gaming modes, attributes, calendar etc will be share at the later stage). 

Game will be concluded when we have a crowned warrior at the HiddenWorldz. 



                

Utility Passes 

Special utility passes facilitate the user to gain early access and additional benefits inside the 
HiddenWorldz. There are three kinds of utility passes: 

Whitelisting Pass 

Whitelisting Pass is used for participating in a drop or a sale. A user is required to hold a 
Whitelisting pass in their wallet to get whitelist for a sale. Whitelisting pass has no expiry date. 
There will be non-Whitelist drops too to enable new user participation where there is no 
requirement to hold whitelisting pass. 

Staking Booster Pass 

Staking booster pass is used to boost the staking power of the NFTs and earn additional HIDD 
tokens. There will be time-based events where NFTs Staking power will be boosted (in %) to earn 
the additional HIDD tokens.  

Gaming Pass 

Gaming Pass is used to enter the game. Gaming pass will unlock the battlegrounds and gaming 
modes. It will distinguish between the staked NFTs and the NFTs allotted by user for the game. 
HIDD token distribution pools for staking and gaming are different. HIDD Token distribution in 
games will be from gaming pool for which gaming pass is required. 

TOKENOMICS 

HIDD token is a native utility token for the HiddenWorldz on WAX blockchain. 

In-Game Currency: 
HIDD tokens are the currency in HiddenWorldz game, participants 
require HIDD tokens for survival, participate in     conquests, battles, 
and other in-game related activities. 

Gameplay Incentives: 

Participants may also earn HIDD as a winning reward in different 
modes of the games including boosting incentives. 

Token Name Symbol Maximum Supply 

Hidden Token HIDD 10 million 



                

 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

HIDD tokens are distributed in four categories: 

Category Token % No of Tokens 
Staking 30 3000000 
Gaming 60 6000000 
Partnerships 08 800000 
Reserve 02 200000 

 

 

Market Scenario & Exchange Listing 

After examined and analyzed the current situation of the gaming projects, HiddenWorldz is 
introducing first-of-its-kind initiative for payouts to tackle the supply and demand issues, volume 
and liquidity concerns, use case scenarios, return on investments, price erosion after listing etc. 
 

 Consistent Payout  
There will be consistent payouts for the first 6 months. Staking Power of each warrior will be 
levelled up automatically by 10% after the end of every Guard duty (staking) cycle of 2 weeks.  
 
This will ensure consistent and incremental returns to the project community members. 
 
 Voting and Exchange Listing  
 
After 6 months there will be a voting (May 22) where the project community members will vote 
and choose among consistent payout vs token listing on Alcor exchange. 

           Further payout method will be adopted based upon voting results. 

 

30%60%

8%
2%

Staking Gaming Partnerships Reserve



                

 

Staking pool will be reduced after 1 year, more focus will be on the game. Leftover staking tokens 
will be transferred to the gaming pool to balance the token economy. 
 

Staking Power 

Staking power is the ability of the power creature to mine HIDD tokens every 24 hrs. 

The relative staking power of each power creature as per its rarity is as below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustrative Example:  

If staking power of a Rare NFT is x then Epic NFT staking power will be at 2 x, Legend at 6 x and 
Mythic at 15x.  

Staking power will be increased by appx. 10% every 2 weeks.  

 

ROADMAP 

The Overall vision is to create a collectible and a playable digital asset (NFTs) around the self-
sustaining metaverse in the sequential phases. 

 

Rarity Staking Power 
                      Rare x 
                      Epic 2.0 x 
                      Legend 6.0 x 
                      Mythic 15.0x 



                

 

Phase 1: Launch :  

Phase 1 is the launch phase of the project, where the HiddenWorldz team will launch the 
collection and design the game. Players can participate in the free promo drops, participate in sale, 
create their collection, and get collection reward. 

 
Major Milestones  

1) Collection Whitelisting at AtomicHub – Completed 
2) 7 Nos Promos Drops – Completed 
3) Whitepaper Release – Completed 
4) Staking goes LIVE – Completed 

 

Phase 2: Formation 

Phase 2 is the Formation phase of the project, where players will improve their collection skills 
through staking and various crafting activities. 

 
Major Milestones  

1) Normal Promos Blending – Completed 
2) Staking Booster – Completed 
3) Intelligent Crafting Event – Completed 
4) Staking Boosters Activation – Completed 

 

Phase 3: Crusade 

Phase 3 is the Crusade phase of the project. Community decision on the Consistent Payout vs 
exchange listing will be taken through voting. 
Conquest Mode of the game will be launched where the earned HIDD tokens through staking will 
be used to increase the creatures experience and make them ready for battleground battles. 
 
Major Milestones  

1) Consistent Payout vs Exchange listing Voting – May 22 
2) Conquest Mode Launch   – June 22 

 



                

 
 
Phase 4: Carnage 

Phase 4 is the Carnage phase of the project, its time to test the mettle in the battleground arena. 
 

Major Milestones  

1) Game launch – July 22 

 

        Phase 5: Metaverse Expansion 

Phase 5 is the Expansion phase of the project, HiddenWorldz may collaborate with similar projects 
to expand the metaverse. HiddenWorldz explorers will be ready by now to invade other 
metaverses of the universe. 
 
 

Major Milestones  

1) Metaverse Expansion – 2023 

 

CONCLUSION 

The Objective of the HiddenWorldz game is to combine blockchain mechanics with web-based 
gameplay which revolves around the playable digital NFTs.  
 
HiddenWorldz game mechanics are designed to realize the best of the blockchain to enhance 
community value through creativity, innovation, quality NFTs and continuous developments. 
 
We hope that whitepaper has covered the in-depth details on the plans and the blockchain 
journey in the metaverse at HiddenWorldz. 
 

DISCLAIMER  : This document is a work in progress and continues to be updated regularly.  

 
 
 



                

 
 
IMPORTANT LINKS 
 
Website: https://hiddenworldz.com/ 
Staking: https://arena.hiddenworldz.com/ 
AtomicHub: https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/collection/hiddenworldz 
NeftyBlocks: https://neftyblocks.com/c/hiddenworldz 
Telegram: https://t.me/HiddenWorldz 
Discord: https://discord.gg/qzRzPeyum4 
Medium: https://hiddenworldz.medium.com/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Hidden_worldz 
NFT Hive: https://nfthive.io/collection/hiddenworldz 
WAX Market Cap : https://waxmarketcap.com/collection/hiddenworldz 
                                                    

                                                        --\\--END OF WHITEPAPER--\\-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 


